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AUGUST HOLIDAYS PERIOD?  No way ... during august Comerio 

Ercole activities remain running in full force except some limitations in the 

central two weeks. Several calendering and mixing plant are running in last 

assembly and wiring on board phase to be delivered starting next September.  

Logistic department is devoting to solve usual summer period transport 

difficulties as well as during this august the customer service maintenance 

team is in full activity all around the world supporting our customers network.     

COMERIO ERCOLE TEAM MEMBERS AND ESG 
SUSTAINABILITY PLAN.   During these days some family 
company events are possible.  In particular our super PAOLA 
awarded the rank M4 of prestigious 13th edition of the “ARONAMEN 
THIATHLON 2023” 112.9 km in ARONA on the LAKE “Maggiore” 
with two laps along the coast for a total of 1.9 km, the routes in the 
fraction of 90 km of cycling and 21 km of running of the lakefront. 
All Comerio Ercole congratulations to PAOLA remembering that she 
will be, as usual, at Comerio Ercole technical department office 
during all this august.  Also our super PATRIZIA celebrated 50 years 
of work in Comerio administrative and financial department. 
COMERIO ERCOLE sustainability plan is constantly pushing and 
supporting sport event in order to improve team building and team 
member accountability. COMERIO ERCOLE's corporate desire is to 
independently pursue an ESG business model up to the challenge of 
the times and setting increasingly challenging objectives for the 
benefit of the whole community. COMERIO ERCOLE draws up the 
ESG sustainability report on a completely voluntary basis for the 
awareness of its role with respect to the social, economic and 
environmental context. Enthusiasm, passion and professionalism 
that involves employees/collaborators remain our plus-value. 

What was never considered possible is now possible! 
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IN BREVE in questo mese 

di agosto ancora tante 

attività, non ci fermiamo 

mai.  Così non si ferma mai 

la nostra super PAOLA che 

ha vinto la Categoria M4 

della 13° edizione del 

prestigioso ARONAMEN 

TRIATHLON 2023. Non 

ferma neanche la nostra 

PATRIZIA che ha 

festeggiato i 50° anni di 

lavoro in Comerio Ercole! 
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